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Statistically Small Effects of the Implicit Association Test Can Have
Societally Large Effects
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Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, and Banaji (2009; GPUB hereafter) reported an average predictive
validity correlation of r ⫽ .236 for Implicit Association Test (IAT) measures involving Black–White
racial attitudes and stereotypes. Oswald, Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, and Tetlock (2013; OMBJT)
reported a lower aggregate figure for correlations involving IAT measures (r ⫽ .148). The difference
between the estimates of the 2 reviews was due mostly to their use of different policies for including
effect sizes. GPUB limited their study to findings that assessed theoretically expected attitude– behavior
and stereotype–judgment correlations along with others that the authors expected to show positive
correlations. OMBJT included a substantial minority of correlations for which there was no theoretical
expectation of a predictive relationship. Regardless of inclusion policy, both meta-analyses estimated
aggregate correlational effect sizes that were large enough to explain discriminatory impacts that are
societally significant either because they can affect many people simultaneously or because they can
repeatedly affect single persons.
Keywords: Implicit Association Test, predictive validity, meta-analysis, effect size, race discrimination

by GPUB was that racially discriminatory behavior was significantly
better predicted by IAT measures (r ⫽ .236) than by self-report
measures (r ⫽ .117).
Oswald, Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, and Tetlock (2013; OMBJT
hereafter) reported a meta-analysis of IAT studies, limiting attention
to ones using criterion measures involving behavior toward stigmatized groups, encompassing two of the nine domains covered by
GPUB. Their analysis on only the Black–White race subset of studies
estimated a lower mean weighted correlational effect size for the IAT
(r ⫽ .148 [OMBJT Table 1, data for “Black vs. White groups:
Overall”]) than did GPUB (r ⫽ .236 for Black–White race IATs
[GPUB, Table 3]).1 OMBJT interpreted their finding as indicating
that “the IAT provides little insight into who will discriminate against
whom” (p. 188).
This article’s reexamination of the two meta-analyses (a) assesses the extent to which their different conclusions were due to
differences in methods, (b) describes conclusions that are supported by both meta-analyses, and (c) explains how effects of the
small-to-moderate magnitudes observed in the two meta-analyses
are expected to have societally consequential impacts.

Within a few years after its first publication, the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998) had established validity as a general method for measuring relative association
strengths (Greenwald & Nosek, 2001; Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji,
2003; see also Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2007). Less than a
decade later, research using IAT measures had accumulated sufficiently to permit a meta-analysis of predictive validity that encompassed nine criterion-measure domains (Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009; GPUB hereafter). With some variability across
the nine domains, GPUB found moderate predictive validity of IAT
attitude measures, echoing preceding years’ demonstrations of moderate predictive validity for self-report attitude measures (e.g., Ajzen
& Fishbein, 1977; Fazio, 1990; Kraus, 1995). A new finding reported
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1
In their article, OMBJT reported effect size values computed to two
decimal places. We computed these more precisely by using the Hedges,
Tipton, & Johnson, (2010) analysis method that OMBJT relied on, and we
are grateful to Fred Oswald for providing access to details needed to
reproduce their statistical analyses.
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Different Criteria for Including Studies and Effect
Sizes in the Two Meta-Analyses
The first published study of the IAT’s predictive validity appeared
in September, 2000 (Phelps et al., 2000). Starting with that study and
including studies available through February 2007, GPUB identified
122 relevant reports (23 unpublished) that evaluated the predictive
validity of IAT measures. GPUB categorized these into nine domains:
Black versus White race, other stigmatized groups, gender/sexual
orientation, consumer preferences, political preferences, personality
traits, alcohol and drug use, clinical phenomena, and close relationships.
OMBJT focused on the first two of GPUB’s nine domains and
included 27 of the 32 reports that GPUB had categorized as concerning Black–White race or other stigmatized groups. OMBJT also
included 18 reports that were published between March 2007 and
December 2011, along with 1 pre-2007 report that had been missed by
GPUB (Shelton, Richeson, Salvatore, & Trawalter, 2005).
The most consequential difference in method between GPUB and
OMBJT was the difference in their policies for including effect sizes
(IAT– criterion correlations; ICCs).2 GPUB’s inclusions were guided
by the authors’ stated expectations for findings, which were based
mostly on two familiar hypotheses: (a) measures of attitude toward a
group should predict behavior favorable or unfavorable to the group
and (b) measures of a stereotype of the group should predict
stereotype-consistent judgments or behavior toward members of that
group. As one example, the use of an IAT measure of a stereotype,
one linking Black versus White race to athletics versus academics, to
predict judgments about a Black person’s academic involvement was
included (cf., Amodio & Devine, 2006) by GPUB, whereas the use of
an IAT attitude measure of Black versus White racial preference was
not expected to correlate with that same criterion measure of a Black
person’s relative skills at athletics versus academics, and was therefore not included. In addition to these familiar theoretical bases for
including attitude and stereotype studies, additional ICCs were included by GPUB when authors offered rationale for expecting the
correlation to provide evidence of predictive validity. These rationales
were diverse.
OMBJT stated a broader inclusion policy: “We included any study
for which an [ICC] could be computed where the criterion arguably
measured some form of discrimination” (p. 177). This policy did not
require a theoretical basis for expecting a positive correlation, such as
attitude– behavior consistency or stereotype–judgment consistency.
For example, OMBJT included two correlations from the Amodio and
Devine (2006) study that GPUB had excluded, as explained just
above.
In implementing their policy, OMBJT included 33 ICCs that correlated a Black–White race IAT with a criterion measure involving
behavior toward or judgments about a White person.3 As is described
in this article’s concluding Discussion, 20 of those 33 ICCs were not
reported by authors in the original articles or reports. The remaining
13, although included in reports, were described as not expected to
show predictive validity correlations. There is no intention to suggest
here that OMBJT’s strategy was unwise. This article later concludes
that OMBJT’s strategy yielded a very useful finding that could not
have been revealed by GPUB’s strategy.

Effects of the Differing Effect-Size Inclusion Strategies
on Findings
Rows 1–5 of Table 1 describe consequences of the two studies’
differing effect-size inclusion strategies. Row 1 shows the overall
average ICC obtained by OMBJT (with approximate 95% confidence interval), which was r ⫽ .132 (⫾ .04). Row 2 gives the
average correlation for a subset of 100 of these ICCs that appeared
identically in the two meta-analyses, r ⫽ .259 (⫾ .06). Row 3 has
103 ICCs that appeared only in OMBJT— either coming from their
19 added reports or being additional ICCs that either were not
available to GPUB or were not used in the same form by GPUB;
those 103 ICCs had a smaller mean effect size (r ⫽ .096 ⫾ .06)
than the ones that were included identically in both meta-analyses.
Table 1’s Row 4 most directly shows how the differing inclusion strategies affected overall estimated effect sizes. Row 4 includes the approximate half of Row 3’s 103 ICCs that were not
included or would not have been included by GPUB because they
did not fit with GPUB’s inclusion policy; that is, they involved
neither expected attitude– behavior or stereotype–judgment relationships nor author-expected validity correlations. This subset of
52 ICCs indeed revealed near-null effect sizes (r ⫽ .025 ⫾ .09).
Row 5 aggregates a small complementary set of eight ICCs that
GPUB (but not OMBJT) judged to qualify for inclusion (r ⫽
.237 ⫾ .10). Of these, seven had not been included in OMBJT by
their stated policy that excluded “studies of bias against religious
groups, obese persons, and older persons” (p. 177); the eighth was
an unpublished study of White Australians’ bias against Asians
(Powell & Williams, 2000) that presumably should have been
included by OMBJT.

Effects of Different Sample-Identification Procedures
Table 1’s Rows 6 and 7 describe the two meta-analyses’ treatments of findings that were reported as 14 ICCs (8 independent
samples) by GPUB, but as 38 ICCs (14 independent samples) by
OMBJT. OMBJT’s larger number of samples resulted partly from
their requesting raw data to compute ICCs that authors had not
reported and partly from subdividing samples used by GPUB into
subsamples for which separate ICCs could be computed. In regard
to the latter strategy, if samples are subdivided by randomly
assigning cases of a larger sample into two or more subsamples,
then the sample splitting should (on average) have no directional
effect on magnitudes of aggregate outcomes. However, if samples
are split by values on a variable that is similarly correlated with
both variables in the correlations being aggregated, the splitting
strategy will necessarily reduce the estimated aggregate correlation
2
OMBJT also commented on the accuracy of some individual effect
sizes in GPUB’s analyses; indeed, some of those effect sizes were identified as inaccurate in post-GPUB publications. These are not discussed here
because, even if all such corrections suggested by OMBJT were treated as
valid, their cumulative impact on GPUB’s meta-analytic conclusions
would be small relative to the effects of differences in inclusion criteria, as
described in this section.
3
Analysis of OMBJT’s data set as posted online at http://dx.doi.org/
10.1037/a0032734.supp showed that the average correlation for these 33
ICCs for which criterion measures concerned judgments or behavior toward White persons was r ⫽ –.020 with a 95% confidence interval of ⫾.06.
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Table 1
Analysis of Subsets of Effect Sizes (ICCs) for Studies Predicting Discrimination-Relevant Behavior and Judgments

1. All ICCs in OMBJT
2. ICCs appearing identically in OMBJT and
GPUB
3. ICCs in OMBJT but not in GPUB
4. ICCs included by OMBJT and not by GPUB
5. ICCs included by GPUB, and not by OMBJT
6. OMBJT’s ICCs in form different from
parallels in GPUB
7. GPUB’s parallels to Row 6’s ICCs
8. OMBJT’s ICCs, omitting ones that would
have been excluded by GPUB
9. Same as Row 8, limited to Black–White race
ICCs

Number of
ICCs

Number of
independent
samples

Summed
weightsa

Weighted average
of independent
sample ICCsb

Random effects
variance (SD)

95% CI of
weighted
average ICC

293c

98d

5,436

.132

.110

[.093, .171]

100
103
52
8

32
31
21
6

1,085
3,177
489
316

.259
.096
.025
.237

.038
.112
.000
.018

[.201, .316]
[.034, .157]
[⫺.064, .113]
[.130, .339]

38
14

14
8

685
649

.070
.143

.146
.038

[⫺.042, .180]
[.061, .223]

195

60

4,158

.177

.116

[.129, .224]

131

43

2,801

.204

.131

[.142, .264]

Note. To distinguish them from other numbers in the table, the aggregate ICC values are shown in bold font. This table is based on the full data set of
OMBJT and the two (of nine) domains of the GPUB data set to which OMBJT confined their attention. Row 5 includes data from five reports included
in GPUB that OMBJT excluded. CI ⫽ confidence interval.
a
Summed weights are the sums of weights for all ICCs regardless of how many of these ICCs were obtained from the same subject sample (as in the
analysis method of OMBJT). b All aggregated effect sizes and 95% CIs are based on random effects analyses of independent samples to permit
comparison with results obtained for the same studies by GPUB. c The 293 ICCs in this table for OMBJT are 5 fewer than reported in OMBJT’s Table
1. These five were omitted because OMBJT concluded that they had been reported incorrectly in original articles relied on by GPUB, rendering it
inappropriate to include them in these comparative analyses. d The 98 independent samples for OMBJT are more than the 87 described in their Table 1.
However, the data supplement that the authors of OMBJT made available for use in this report identified 98 distinct samples. This discrepancy is largely
inconsequential in the present context because OMBJT did not report an independent-sample analysis.

magnitude.4 Comparison of Rows 6 and 7 of Table 1 shows that
there was such a reduction associated with OMBJT’s sample
splitting. Row 7 shows that, for GPUB’s 14 ICCs with average
sample size ⫽ 83.4 and aggregate effect size of r ⫽ .143 ⫾ .08,
OMBJT created 38 ICCs with average sample size ⫽ 64.6 and an
aggregate smaller effect size of r ⫽ .070 ⫾ .11.

Analysis of the Two Data Sets Using the Same
Inclusion Criteria
Row 8 of Table 1 estimates the mean ICC effect size that
OMBJT would have obtained had they used GPUB’s inclusion
criteria. It achieves this by dropping OMBJT’s ICCs that did not
meet GPUB’s inclusion criteria—mostly those described in Rows
4 and 6 of Table 1.5 The aggregate correlation for the remaining
195 ICCs was r ⫽ .177 ⫾ .05, a value similar to GPUB’s overall
aggregate effect size (r ⫽ .220 ⫾ .05) for their combined race and
“other intergroup” categories. Although OMBJT’s effect was
smaller, the two aggregate effect sizes are not significantly different—they are within each other’s 95% confidence intervals.
Row 9 of Table 1 reduces Row 8’s analysis from 195 of
OMBJT’s ICCs to 131 by limiting the sample to those for which
the predictor was a Black–White race (attitude or stereotype) IAT.
The aggregate effect size for these 131 ICCs was r ⫽ .204 ⫾ .06,
which is very close to GPUB’s published aggregate effect size
estimate of r ⫽ .236 (⫾ .06) for Black–White race IATs. Compared with OMBJT’s full data set (Row 1 of Table 1), this analysis
dropped (a) ICCs not involving Black–White race; (b) ICCs involving race, but using criterion measures that were outside
GPUB’s inclusion policies; and (c) ICCs involving race for which
OMBJT had computed their ICCs from subsamples of the samples
used by GPUB.

Different Strategies for Testing Moderators of the
IAT’s Predictive Validity
GPUB identified four significant moderators of the IAT’s predictive validity: (a) correspondence (operationalized as similarity
between verbal descriptions of an IAT measure and the criterion
measure with which it was correlated); (b) social sensitivity (“the
extent to which self-reporting the construct assessed by the measure might activate concerns about the impression that the response would make on others”; GPUB, p. 20); (c) complementarity
(“the extent to which liking one of the two IAT target categories in
a measure implied disliking the other”; GPUB, p. 21), and (d)
implicit– explicit correlation (operationalized as magnitude of correlation between the IAT measure and parallel self-report measure[s]).
4
The logic here is straightforward: The numerator of a partial correlation subtracts (from a raw bivariate correlation) the product of the correlations of the (partialed) variable with each of the two variables in the
bivariate correlation. When those two correlations with the third variable
have the same sign, that product will be numerically positive; therefore, the
partial correlation will necessarily be smaller than the raw bivariate correlation. Correlations between two variables that are computed after a
sample has been split by values on a third variable show effects similar to
partialing by the third variable. When the correlations of the splitting
variable with the two correlated variables have the same sign, the splitting
will result in averaged correlations of the split samples being reduced
relative to the intact original sample. Such effects of disaggregation on
magnitudes of correlations are relatives of Simpson’s Paradox (Simpson,
1951).
5
Another set of ICCs dropped from this analysis were ones for which
the predicted criteria were facial action coding measures, which have never
been demonstrated to relate reliably to discriminatory judgment or behavior.
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OMBJT used a recently introduced meta-analysis method
(Hedges, Tipton, & Johnson, 2010), in part because of that method’s ability to test moderation effects (Oswald et al., p. 177: “this
approach allows us to assign criteria to different moderator categories and still model effect-size dependencies”). OMBJT did not
test for the four moderators identified by GPUB, but their analyses
did reveal two other substantial moderators of ICC magnitudes.
In an analysis that they limited to ICCs involving Black–White
race IATs (presented in their Table 3), OMBJT found these ICCs
to be larger for criterion measures that assessed differences between behavior toward White and Black persons (r ⫽ .22 ⫾ .12)
or behavior toward only Black persons (r ⫽ .15 ⫾ .085) than for
ICCs involving judgments and behavior toward only White persons (r ⫽ –.01 ⫾ .06). As mentioned previously, OMBJT’s inclusion of this last group (33 ICCs) in computing their overall
aggregate predictive validity estimate explained a substantial portion of the difference between their estimate and GPUB’s.
The second moderator identified by OMBJT compared prediction by IAT attitude measures with prediction by IAT stereotype
measures. Their Table 2 reported substantially stronger ICCs for
IAT attitude measures (r ⫽ .16 ⫾ .05) than for stereotype measures (r ⫽ .03 ⫾ .11).

Discussion
This article undertook a comparative reexamination of two
meta-analytic studies of correlations involving IAT measures— by
Greenwald et al. (2009; GPUB) and by Oswald et al. (2013;
OMBJT). The comparison was limited to studies of intergroup
discrimination, which was a subset of the domain covered by
GPUB and was the entire focus of OMBJT. GPUB’s meta-analysis
set out to examine predictive validity whereas OMBJT’s metaanalysis investigated correlations of IAT measures with measures
indicative of discrimination, regardless of whether predictive relations were expected. Both meta-analyses found unequivocally
significant average positive correlations of IAT measures with
criterion measures, although OMBJT’s average correlation (r ⫽
.141 ⫾ .045) was smaller than GPUB’s (r ⫽ .216 ⫾ .04).6
OMBJT’s authors interpreted their smaller estimate as justifying
the conclusion that IAT measures were “poor predictors” (Oswald
et al., pp. 171, 182, 183). The present conclusion is that OMBJT’s
finding of a smaller aggregate effect was due primarily to the
difference in purpose of their meta-analysis, which led them to
include a substantial minority of effect sizes for which no correlations were theoretically expected. The next section of this discussion describes the two studies’ justifications for their differing
effect-size inclusion policies, concluding that both strategies were
justifiable. The remainder of the discussion describes statistical
principles that should be taken into account in evaluating the
consequential validity (Messick, 1995) of the two studies’ findings.

Both Inclusion Strategies Were Justifiable, Even if Not
Equally Suited to Assessing Predictive Validity
GPUB included effect sizes that assessed relations of IAT
attitude measures to attitude-consistent behaviors, IAT stereotype
measures to stereotype-consistent judgments, and other relationships for which the authors asserted that they expected positive

correlations. OMBJT’s data inclusion policy was guided by an
explicit policy of including “any study for which an [ICC] could be
computed where the criterion arguably measured some form of
discrimination” (p. 177). Although OMBJT’s strategy led to inclusion of ICCs that were excluded by GPUB’s strategy, their
policy nevertheless is (a) a reasonable one that (b) fits with the
well-known methodological strategy of assessing discriminant validity. Just as one wishes to know that predictor measures successfully correlate with measures of constructs to which they are
conceptually related (convergent validity) it is also desirable to
know that predictors do not correlate with constructs to which they
have no conceptual connection. By limiting their focus to expected
predictive validity correlations (a convergent validity strategy)
GPUB did not aim to assess discriminant validity.
OMBJT did not explicitly state their discriminant validity findings
as conclusions, nor did they connect their discriminant validity findings to the larger body of IAT literature. To take that next step, the
present authors examined the 33 “White target” findings in OMBJT’s
meta-analysis of Black–White race attitude and stereotype IATs.
Twenty of these 33 had not been mentioned in the papers and articles
in OMBJT’s meta-analysis but either were obtained by OMBJT’s
authors requesting them from authors or were reported by the original
study’s authors in a publication supplement. Of the 13 effect sizes that
were described in original reports, none had been interpreted by
authors as having the potential to assess the IAT’s predictive validity,
and a few were explicitly described as having been obtained as
comparison or “control” observations that were not expected to show
positive correlations (e.g., Richeson et al., 2003). For example, the
correlation between a race attitude IAT and subjects’ readiness to
judge the face of a White person as showing a friendly expression was
not reported by Hugenberg and Bodenhausen (2003) because the
authors did not expect it to assess predictive validity.7 In the 2 (of 33)
cases in which predictions of judgments or behavior toward White
targets were statistically significant, the studies’ authors did not interpret those significant correlations as indicating predictive validity
of the IAT (Heider & Skowronski, 2007; Stanley, Sokol-Hessner,
Banaji, & Phelps, 2011). Apparently, researchers typically do not
expect Black–White race IAT measures to show significant correlation with measures of judgments or behavior toward White persons.
Remarkably, that lack of expectation has no strong theoretical basis.
Black–White race IAT attitude measures depend as much on variation
in evaluations of Whites as on variation in evaluations of Blacks, both
of which might be assumed to be involved in race discrimination.
Further, theoretical treatments of intergroup attitudes and behavior
sometimes emphasize that in-group favorability can be an important
contributor to discriminatory outcomes (e.g., Brewer, 1999; Gaertner
et al., 1997; Greenwald & Pettigrew, 2014). In this context, OMBJT’s
finding that “White target” correlations show near-zero correlations
6
The overall predictive validity estimate for the nine domains in GPUB
was r ⫽ .274. The r ⫽ .216 figure given in the text of this paragraph
includes just the two of GPUB’s nine domains that corresponded to the
scope of OMBJT (i.e., White–Black race and “other intergroup” studies).
The r ⫽ .141 for OMBJT is the result given as r ⫽ .14 in their Table 1 (see
Footnote 1).
7
Hugenberg and Bodenhausen (2003) wrote: “We hypothesized that
high-prejudice European Americans would take longer than their lowprejudice counterparts to respond to Black (but not White) faces changing
from hostile to friendly expressions.” (pp. 641– 642)
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Importance of Effect Size in Understanding
Consequential Validity
OMBJT characterized their average correlation finding for IAT
measures (which they estimated as r ⫽ .148, in the domain of
intergroup behavior) as indicating that the IAT was a “poor” predictor
(pp. 171, 182, 183). This section’s analysis reaches a very different
conclusion by applying well-established statistical reasoning to understand the societal consequences of small-to-moderate correlational
effect sizes. The first step of this analysis shows that OMBJT’s and
GPUB’s meta-analytic findings had very similar implications for the
average percentage of criterion-measure variance explained by IAT
measures. The second step explains how statistically small effects can
have societally important effects under two conditions—if they apply
to many people or if they apply repeatedly to the same person. In
combination, the two steps of this analysis indicate how conventionally small (and even subsmall) effect sizes can have substantial
societal significance in ways that Messick (1995) characterized in
terms of consequential validity. Messick defined consequential validity as the aspect of construct validity that “appraises the value implications of score interpretation as a basis for action as well as the actual
and potential consequences of test use, especially in regard to sources
of invalidity related to issues of bias, fairness, and distributive justice”
(p. 745).

Percentage of Criterion Measure Variance Explained
by IAT Measures
For Black–White race attitude and stereotype IATs, GPUB estimated a mean ICC of r ⫽ .236 with no significant heterogeneity of
effect size (Greenwald et al., 2009, Table 3). The estimated percentage of criterion variance explained by this result is r2 ⫽ .2362 ⫽ .056
(5.6% of variance). OMBJT estimated a smaller mean effect-size ICC
of r ⫽ .148. That smaller estimate would appear to imply a smaller
percentage (.1482 ⫽ .022, or 2.2%) of criterion variance being explained. However, the 2.2% estimate presumes that the expected
effect size is fixed across studies. Counter to that presumption, OMBJT’s analysis reported substantial random-effects variability for their
average effect size estimate, corresponding to a standard deviation of
.187 (see their Table 1, 8th data row, tau value of .19). For OMBJT’s
effect size, an expectation for percentage of variance explained could
be computed by creating a large simulated distribution of expected
true effect sizes based on their mean effect size (r ⫽ .148) and its
random-effects variability (SD ⫽ .187) and giving a negative sign to
squares of negative predictive validities before averaging. The result
was an estimated mean percentage of variance explained of 4.4%,
which is close to the 5.6% value implied by GPUB’s (fixed) estimate
of r ⫽ .236.

Societal Significance of Discrimination Predictable
From IAT Measures
Among the settings in which IAT measures can be used to predict
discrimination are personnel decisions (hiring, performance evaluation, salary, promotion), law enforcement decisions (stops and
searches of drivers, pedestrians, or travelers), criminal justice deci-
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sions (jury and bench verdicts, sentencing, bail setting, parole, inmate
discipline), educational decisions (admissions, grading, disciplinary
actions, suspensions), and health-care decisions (triage, treatment
authorization, prescription). In all of these settings, IAT measures and
other available predictors may be used (a) to identify persons especially prone to committing discrimination and (b) to understand
system-level discrimination.
Identifying likely perpetrators of discrimination. IAT measures have two properties that render them problematic to use to
classify persons as likely to engage in discrimination. Those two
properties are modest test–retest reliability (for the IAT, typically
between r ⫽ .5 and r ⫽ .6; cf., Nosek et al., 2007) and small to
moderate predictive validity effect sizes. Therefore, attempts to diagnostically use such measures for individuals risk undesirably high
rates of erroneous classifications.8 These problems of limited test–
retest reliability and small effect sizes are maximal when the sample
consists of a single person (i.e., for individual diagnostic use), but they
diminish substantially as sample size increases. Therefore, limited
reliability and small to moderate effect sizes are not problematic in
diagnosing system-level discrimination, for which analyses often involve large samples.
Small effect sizes comprise significant discrimination. For
most of the time since the passage of the United States’ civil rights
laws in the 1960s, U.S. courts have used a statistical criterion of
discrimination that translates to correlational effect sizes that are
often smaller than r ⫽ .10. This criterion is the “four-fifths rule,”
which tests whether a protected class (identified by race, color,
religion, national origin, gender, or disability status) has been
treated in discriminatory fashion. A protected class’s members
receiving some favorable outcome less than 80% as often as a
comparison class can be treated by courts as indicating an “adverse
impact” that merits consideration as illegal discrimination (U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 1978, §1607.4.D).
Translation of the four-fifths rule’s 80% criterion into an effect
size such as a correlation coefficient requires assumptions about
(a) base rate, the overall percentage receiving the favorable treatment, and (b) class proportion, the protected class’s size in relation
to the better-rewarded group. When base rate and class proportion
are 50% (i.e., half of the population receives the favorable treatment and the protected class is half of the total population), the
four-fifths rule translates to a correlation of r ⫽ .111.9
8
This caution notwithstanding, there have been proposals to use IAT
measures to characterize individual respondents as sexually deviant (e.g,
Gray, Brown, MacCulloch, Smith, & Snowden, 2005; Schmidt, Mokros, &
Banse, 2013) or as lying (Agosti & Sartori, 2013). These particular
individual-diagnostic uses may have better prospects than others because
they seek to identify persons whose IAT scores occur infrequently in
natural populations.
9
The r values given in these three paragraphs concerning the four-fifths
rule are all phi coefficients, which are appropriate for correlations between
two dichotomous variables. Translation of the four-fifths rule varies with
base rate and class proportion. A smaller base rate results in a smaller phi
coefficient. For example, with a 30% base rate, the four-fifths rule (26.7%
vs. 33.3%) translates to r ⫽ .073, and with a 10% base rate (8.9% vs.
11.1%) the four-fifths rule translates to r ⫽ .037. All of these correlations
are reduced if the protected class proportion is (as frequently occurs)
smaller than 50% of the total population. With a base rate of 50%, if the
class proportion is 30%, then the correlation implied by the four-fifths rule
drops from r ⫽ .111 to r ⫽ .102, and it drops further to r ⫽ .067 if the class
proportion is only 10% of the total.
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In two experiments in which IAT measures were used to predict
hiring discrimination against Arab-Muslim applicants by Swedish
hiring managers, effect sizes of the ethnicity effect on discrimination were r ⫽ .113 and r ⫽ .181 (Rooth, 2010); they were
somewhat smaller in a subsequent study that predicted hiring
discrimination against obese applicants (r ⫽ .065 for male applicants and r ⫽ .080 for female applicants; Agerström, & Rooth,
2011). The relative risk ratios in the two Swedish-Arab studies
were 67% and 59%, qualifying as discrimination by the standard of
the four-fifths rule; those for the obesity study were slightly
outside of the four-fifths rule’s standard (83% and 81%).
Small effect sizes predict substantial discrimination in biases
affecting many people. As a hypothetical example, assume that
a race IAT measure has been administered to the officers in a large
city police department, and that this IAT measure is found to
correlate with a measure of issuing citations more frequently to
Black than to White drivers or pedestrians (profiling). To estimate
the magnitude of variation in profiling explained by that correlation, it is necessary to have an estimate of variability in police
profiling behavior. The estimate of variability used in this analysis
came from a published study of profiling in New York City (Office
of the Attorney General, 1999), which reported that, across 76
precincts, police stopped an average of 38.2% (SD ⫽ 38.4%) more
of each precinct’s Black population than of its White population.
Using OMBJT’s r ⫽ .148 value as the IAT–profiling correlation
generates the expectation that, if all police officers were at 1 SD
below the IAT mean, the city-wide Black–White difference in
stops would be reduced by 9,976 per year (5.7% of total number of
stops) relative to the situation if all police officers were at 1 SD
above the mean. Use of GPUB’s larger estimate of r ⫽ .236
increases this estimate to 15,908 (9.1% of city-wide total stops).
Cumulative impact: Biases affecting the same persons
repeatedly. Small effects can produce substantial discriminatory
impact also by cumulating over repeated occurrences to the same
person. Such repetitions can occur in employment settings (in response to multiple job applications or in periodic performance evaluations in the same job), in educational settings (evaluations of tests
and homework by the same student), in health-care settings (repeated
patient contacts with medical personnel in successive clinic or hospital visits), and in law enforcement (on city streets and highways).
Many research studies provide evidence for discrimination in
situations that allow for repeated impacts on the same person.
Audit experiments in field settings typically reveal lower rates of
callbacks—invitations to appear for an interview after a job application—for Black and Hispanic than for White applicants (Bendick, 2004; Bertrand & Mullainathan, 2004; Pager, 2003). Experimental studies of evaluations given to work done by men and
women often reveal a relative underevaluation of women’s
achievements (e.g., Moss-Racusin, Dovidio, Brescoll, Graham, &
Handelsman, 2012; Swim, Borgida, Maruyama, & Myers, 1989).
Widespread racial and socioeconomic disparities in health-care
interactions have been documented in the Institute of Medicine’s
(2002) book-length report. An experimental study of responses to
e-mailed inquiries from college students found that women and
minorities received fewer replies than did White males (Milkman,
Akinola, & Chugh, 2012). Studies of school discipline and suspensions have found that Black and Hispanic students are more
frequently disciplined in ways likely to result in school dropout
(Carter, Fine, & Russell, 2014).

Appraising the cumulative impact of repeated experiences of
discrimination is straightforward. With the simplifying assumption
that each repetition of an adverse event has the same probabilistic
effect, the mathematical description of expected cumulative adverse impact is
Impact ⫽ 1 ⫺ pk
where p is the probability of a successful (nonadverse) outcome
and k is the number of repeated occurrences of the event. The
“Impact” estimate computed by the equation is the expected proportion of persons not achieving the successful outcome. If, as a
result of discrimination, two groups have different probabilities of
successful outcomes, then the discriminatory impact is
pkm ⫺ pkp
where pm is the probability of successful outcomes to the majority
group, and pp is the probability of successful outcomes to the
protected class. If pm is a very high value (.99) and pk is only
slightly smaller (.98), then with 5, 10, 15, 20, or 25 repetitions,
discriminatory impacts will disadvantage, respectively, 4.7%,
8.7%, 12.1%, 15.0%, and 17.4% of the protected class. Slightly
enlarging the separation between pm (.995) and pk (.975) approximately doubles these estimates of discriminatory disadvantage.
The correlational effect size of the .99 versus .98 difference is r ⫽
.041; for the larger difference (.995 vs. .975) it is r ⫽ .082.
Not a new observation. Rosenthal (1990) drew attention to
the outcome of a large randomized clinical trial of the effect of
aspirin in preventing heart attacks among male physicians. The
trial was terminated early because data analysis had revealed an
unexpected effect for which the correlational effect size was the
sub-small value of r ⫽ .035. This was “a significant (p ⬍ .00001)
reduction [from 2.16% to 1.27%] in the risk of total myocardial
infarction [heart attack] among those in the aspirin group” (Steering Committee of the Physicians’ Health Study Research Group,
1989). Applying the study’s estimated risk reduction of 44% to the
2010 U.S. Census estimate of approximately 46 million male U.S.
residents 50 or older, regular small doses of aspirin should prevent
approximately 420,000 heart attacks during a 5-year period.10
Continuing the spirit of Rosenthal’s analyses, Figure 1 describes
theoretical expectations for predictive efficacy of correlations
ranging from r ⫽ .05 to r ⫽ .30 when used to predict abovethreshold performance on a criterion measure. The computations
of Figure 1 assume an interest in predicting who will exceed
thresholds ranging from 2% to 98% of the population on a criterion
measure, further assuming that all of those exceeding a given
percentile threshold on a quantitative predictor will be predicted to
exceed that same threshold on a dichotomous criterion (i.e., above
vs. below threshold). The plot displays the accuracy gain from
those predictions relative to chance prediction, which can be
understood as prediction by a variable that has a correlation of r ⫽
.00 with the criterion measure. For example, with a 50th percentile
threshold, random prediction such as a coin toss should be 50%
correct. For a predictor that correlates with a dichotomous criterion
at point biserial r [rpb] ⫽ .30, 62.3% of those above the 50th
10
The U.S. Census estimate of male population by age was accessed on
December 15, 2013 at http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/cats/
population/estimates_and_projections_by_age_sex_raceethnicity.html
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Figure 1. Gain in percentage of cases predicted correctly by predictors with small to moderate correlational
effect sizes compared with a predictor having zero correlation with the criterion. The “threshold” is a percentile
treated as the indicator of “success” on the criterion measure. The prediction is in the form of predicting that all
(and only) those who exceed the threshold percentile on the predictor will pass that threshold on the criterion.

percentile on the predictor should exceed the 50th percentile on the
criterion, affording an accuracy increase of 12.3% (the highest
plotted value in Figure 1) relative to prediction in ignorance. The
noticeable decline in accuracy gain as the threshold is either
lowered or raised is due to the increase in chance accuracy. For
example, with the threshold at the 90th percentile and a predictor
that has zero correlation with the criterion, 82% (⫽ .102 ⫹ .902) of
predictions (i.e., that a random 10% of a sample will exceed
threshold and the remaining 90% will fall short) should be correct
by chance.11
For small to moderate effects, ranging from Cohen’s d ⫽ 0.1 to
d ⫽ 0.5, Figure 2 shows effects of interventions aimed at improving performance on a criterion measure. The computations of
Figure 2 assume that the intervention is targeted at a random
sample of a reference population. For each intervention effect size,
the plotted values are the fraction of the intervention sample
expected to exceed the x-axis percentile minus the comparable
fraction for the reference population (i.e., those not receiving the
intervention). An example: If (a) the reference population is an
electorate evenly divided between Candidates A and B and (b) the
50th percentile serves as the boundary separating those expected to
vote for A from those expected to vote for B, then a pro-B
intervention with d ⫽ 0.2 (Cohen’s [1977] conventional “small”
effect size) will increase B’s vote by 7.9%, such that the intervention target group should show a 57.9:42.1 ratio favoring B. If that
intervention can be administered to 10% of the electorate, then
Candidate B should have a possibly comfortable victory margin of
1.58%.
Growing recognition of the significant cumulative impact of
very small acts of discrimination is signaled by the invention of
three terms to label it—microinequities (by Mary Rowe, when
ombudsperson at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1973),
micro acts of discrimination (Reskin, 2002), and microaggressions
(Sue et al., 2007). Virginia Valian (1998) also strongly advanced
the thesis that minor acts of discrimination have significant cumulative impact on women’s professional careers. Earlier than all of
these, sociologist Robert K. Merton (1968) described the Matthew

effect as a “cumulative advantage [that] operates in many systems
of social stratification to produce the same result: the rich get
richer at a rate that makes the poor become relatively poorer.”

Conclusions
This article drew two conclusions from analysis of the apparent
disagreement between meta-analytic conclusions of Greenwald et
al. (2009; GPUB) and Oswald et al. (2013; OMBJT). First, differences in the two meta-analyses’ published conclusions were due to
differences in the methods they used. Second, both meta-analyses
estimated aggregate correlational effect sizes that are large enough
to justify concluding that IAT measures predict societally important discrimination.
The main method difference between the two studies was in
their respective policies for including effect sizes. GPUB limited
their meta-analysis to effect sizes for which there was reason to
expect nontrivial predictive validity correlations of IAT measures
with criterion measures. OMBJT included numerous additional
effect sizes that lacked a basis either in existing theory or in
author-provided rationale for expecting positive correlations.
GPUB explicitly described their article as a “meta-analysis of
predictive validity,” whereas OMBJT did not describe a goal of
assessing predictive validity—they instead described their study as
a “meta-analysis of IAT criterion studies.” This important strategy
difference, with its concomitant difference in policies for including
effect sizes, explains most of the difference between the average
effect sizes that the two meta-analyses estimated.
A second important difference was in the two studies’ judgments of societal significance of their observed effect sizes. GPUB
11
Rosenthal (1990; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1982) used the phi coefficient
rather than the point biserial that is used in this article’s Figure 1. The phi
coefficient is appropriate when the predictor and criterion are dichotomous.
The phi coefficient also affords larger estimates for accuracy gain than
does the point biserial. For example, with  ⫽ .30, the accuracy gain when
predictor and criterion thresholds are at the 50th percentile is 15%, which
is greater than the 12.3% gain value shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Effects of small to moderate effect size interventions (in units of Cohen’s d) on fraction of an
intervention sample surpassing a comparable fraction of a reference (no-intervention control) population on a
criterion variable. Values are plotted as a function of percentile value treated as a “passing” score on the criterion
measure.

did not comment on societal significance in their article, whereas
OMBJT concluded that IAT measures show “poor prediction of
racial and ethnic discrimination” (pp. 171, 183) and provide “little
insight into who will discriminate against whom” (p. 188).
OMBJT’s conclusion did not take into account that small effect
sizes affecting many people or affecting individual people repeatedly can have great societal significance.
Differences between the conclusions of the two meta-analyses
notwithstanding, two important empirical findings were supported
by both. First, both studies agreed that, when considering only
findings for which there is theoretical reason to expect positive
correlations, the predictive validity of Black–White race IATs is
approximately r ⫽ .20. Second, even using the two meta-analyses’
published aggregate estimated effect sizes, the two agreed in
expecting that more than 4% of variance in discrimination-relevant
criterion measures is predicted by Black–White race IAT measures. This level of correlational predictive validity of IAT measures represents potential for discriminatory impacts with very
substantial societal significance.
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